go	you can't be too careful
and companionship seemed to be indicated. He found such
establishments rare in Kentish Town. There it was mostly
lodging-houses. But when one went south and east, he found
boarding-houses in an enormous abundance with the utmost
variety of -charges, customs, habits and clients. London
was a great centre for students of every sort and colour, and
for every sort and colour boarding-houses had adapted
themselves. It was a museum of nationalities, a kaleidoscope
of broken-off social fragments. The difficulty was to find a
boarding-house that was just simply a boarding-house.
It did not occur to young Matterlock as anything extra-
ordinary that in all this vast wilderness of lodgings and
boarding-houses, not one had ever been planned and built
as a lodging-house or boarding-house. Every one had been
built to accommodate an imaginary and quite impossible
family of considerable means and insanitary habits, with
cheap abject servants packed away in the attics and basement,
a dining-^oom, a drawing-room, a parlour and the like.
The ground landlords, the architects and builders of the period
seem to have been incapable of any other idea. Not ten per
cent of these hopeful family residences were ever occupied
by that vanishing English family ; the rest were sub-divided
into " floors " from the first, and nearly all of them, even the
family houses, were furnished with faded and mis-fitting
second-hand furniture. With a plentiful lack of imagination,
nineteenth-century England had shaped its conduct and
future to the forms of an obsolete social dream.
Thackeray has embalmed for ever this particular phase in
our decadent and commercialised feudalism for the student of
social history. Our concern is wholly and solely with Edward
Albert, and it is not for us to speculate here, now that London
and most of our other big cities such as they were, have been
knocked to pieces, how far England may presently reveal
a quickened and creative mind, how far it will still continue to
be an unchangeable, unimaginative mother or how far it may
lapse into an unpicturesque decay of muddle and misfits. . . .
Doobcr's, to which young Matterlock finally entrusted
Edward Albert, had a fairly handsome fagade in Bendlc

